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Verisk 3E, formerly 3E Company, delivers intelligent 
compliance solutions that empower companies around the 
globe to reduce risk, drive continuous improvement and 
create new growth opportunities. 

Verisk 3E is committed to customer driven innovation. To deliver 
comprehensive solutions that respond to customers’ unique 
requirements and enable them to achieve their compliance 
objectives, we form alliances with select providers of innovative, 
industry leading systems across the globe.

As the premier provider of chemical, material and product 
level ingredient content, Verisk 3E has led the industry for 
30 years in researching, obtaining, aggregating, validating, 
enriching and updating compliance related data and making 
it available to our customers.

The breadth of countries covered and depth of regulatory and 
legislative information provided offer unprecedented support 
for identifying, monitoring and complying with ever changing 
EHS, industry and customer requirements. Our extensive and 
expertly curated multilingual content includes:

 ○ Product level SDS content including classification, 
transportation, environmental, ecological and disposal 
considerations with more than 7 million SDSs

 ○ Substance level regulatory data and full text source 
documents for chemicals, food, food contact, 
consumer packaged goods, home care, personal 
care, cosmetics and pharmaceuticals spanning 
more than 100 countries

 ○ Physical, chemical, toxicological and eco-
toxicological (PCTEC) chemical property and 
hazard data

 ○ Supply chain documentation ranging from 
material disclosures and substance declarations to 
compliance certificates and more

 ○ Dangerous goods content including regulations, 
codes, agreements and lists regarding the 
compliant transportation of hazardous materials

A STRATEGIC OPPORTUNITY
We recognize the important role our partners play 
in our ultimate success. Whether a partner refers 
or resells our standalone products and services or 
integrates our content and applications into their 
systems, our flexible delivery methods ensure 
maximum business value for the end user customer. 
Alliances include the following categories:

EHS Platforms 
Verisk 3E employs a platform agnostic approach. 
We integrate our regulatory content and 
applications with industry leading systems to extend 
and enhance their functionality, providing greater 
value to customers through integrated software and 
data solutions that help them achieve compliance. 

Research and Development  
Verisk 3E is the premier provider of integrated data 
for process and discrete manufacturers. Product 
Lifecycle Management, Laboratory Inventory 
Management and Formulation Management 
platforms trust Verisk 3E content for product 
compliance and hazard communication. Customers 
are able to produce compliant products and 
effectively communicate appropriate hazards 
throughout the product lifecycle.

Consulting and Implementation
Consultants and implementers alike trust and 
recommend Verisk 3E data as part of larger EHS  
or product stewardship product implementations.

Associations
Verisk 3E is actively involved in several industry 
associations, including those who promote and offer 
Verisk 3E products to members. 

WHY ALIGN WITH VERISK 3E?

Verisk 3E makes it easy and profitable to integrate our content and solutions with your systems to create a winning 
combination for customers. Working together we can expand into new markets, target new customers, create efficiencies for 
mutual customers, develop competitive advantages and create innovative solutions.

Verisk 3E offers an established and straightforward alliance process, dedicated resources and a commitment to delivering 
concrete business benefits to our customers and partners. To see our partners, visit our Global Strategic Alliances page at
www.Verisk3E.com. 

Formerly 3E Company

Formerly MSDgen ®

Formerly  
Ariel® Integrated Content

Formerly 3ESC®  
Supply Chain Solutions

Formerly  
Regulatory Monitoring

Formerly  
Ariel WebInsight

 Formerly ArielLogic

 Formerly  
3E Online® - SDS

We continue to  
evolve to better  

serve our customers.

https://www.verisk3e.com/about-verisk-3e/global-strategic-alliances


Intelligent compliance. Sustainable progress. A safer world.

INTELLIGENT COMPLIANCE SOLUTIONS DELIVERING VALUE TO CUSTOMERS
Solution Capabilities Value to Customer

3E Protect
Enables online access to a 
customer’s updated Safety Data 
Sheets (SDSs) and site specific 
chemical inventory information 
24-7-365

• SDS and chemical management
• SDS obtainment and distribution
• Regulatory reporting
• Fire code, transportation and waste classification
• Risk assessment
• GHS compliant workplace and secondary  

container labels

• Enable right-to-know compliance
• Manage SDS revisions
• Leverage analytics to make better 

purchasing decisions 

3E Insight for Chemicals
Delivers current, relevant global 
regulatory content in one central, 
searchable, user friendly and 
customizable tool

• Streamlined research of regulated substances
• Regulatory analysis and alerts
• Translated full text regulations

• Save valuable time, eliminating  
the need to research and reference 
regulations from multiple sources 
published in a variety of formats  
and languages

• Easily monitor regulatory changes for 
specific topics, regions and products

3E Insight for Food
Provides quick and easy access 
to global food, food additive and 
flavor regulations

• Compliance checking for ingredients, 
formulations and products

• Streamlined research for labeling, nutritional 
claims and food ingredient standards

• Translated full text regulations

• Quickly and effectively analyze the 
impact of regulations on formulations

• Identify problematic ingredients in 
multiple jurisdictions

3E Optimize
Enables seamless integration of 
value added Verisk 3E regulatory 
content into corporate systems 

• Integrated substance level regulatory 
content and scientific data covering 
500,000+ substances in 100+ countries

• Platform independent

• Gain centralized access to content for 
consistency across the enterprise

• Increase efficiency and reduce error
• Integrate with ERP, PLM, EMIS, 

authoring and EHS platforms 

3E Monitor
Offers a single source for 
news and analysis on new and 
emerging regulations

• Curated regulatory, commodity and  
industry news

• Each news item is reviewed, summarized and 
analyzed by regulatory experts

• Access news and insight tailored to the 
topics that matter to your business and 
delivered in the format and frequency 
that fit your needs

3E Generate
Powerful platform for hazard 
communication authoring, 
management and distribution 

• Rules-based SDS and label authoring
• Base chemical classification library

• Automate the creation of 
multijurisdictional, multilingual documents

• Streamline authoring with  
ready-made classifications

• Available as standalone or integrated 
with existing platform

3E SDS Authoring Services
Provides expert outsourced  
or co-sourced SDS and  
label authoring 

• Multilingual staff can create, analyze and 
manage globally compliant SDS and label 
content covering requirements for more  
than 60 countries 

• Free up internal resources
• Ensure the delivery of globally 

compliant hazard communication to 
downstream customers

3E Regulatory Consulting 
Services
Provides actionable regulatory 
guidance and practical, effective 
solutions to complex compliance 
challenges

• Product compliance
• Global chemical registration, notification and 

reporting
• TSCA compliance
• Safer chemical analytics
• Facility EHS services

• Fill internal knowledge gaps
• Leverage a team of geographically 

specialized regulatory experts with 
diverse backgrounds

3E Connect
Manage and exchange material, 
product and supplier information 
across the global supply chain

• Intelligent and accessible knowledge base of the 
origins, makeup and compliance status of your 
substances, components and products

• Supplier engagement
• Obtainment services

• Evaluate the compliance of your 
upstream suppliers and respond 
to the information requests of your 
downstream customers

 

CONTACT US TODAY

Email:
partners@Verisk3E.com 

Call:  
+1 760.602.8700

or toll free:
+1 800.360.3220

Verisk3E.com

JOIN OUR  
GLOBAL STRATEGIC  

ALLIANCE NETWORK
Interested in becoming 

a partner? Let’s discuss 
how to leverage our 

business synergies and 
reinforce our competitive 
advantages in a way that 

provides value to  
your customers.

mailto:partners%40Verisk3E.com?subject=
http://www.Verisk3E.com

